Noise suppressing sensor encoding and neural signal orthonormalization.
In this paper we regard first the situation where parallel channels are disturbed by noise.With the goal of maximal information conservation we deduce the conditions for a transform which "immunizes" the channels against noise influence before the signals are used in later operations. It shows up that the signals have to be decorrelated and normalized by the filter which corresponds for the case of one channel to the classical result of Shannon. Additional simulations for image encoding and decoding show that this constitutes an efficient approach for noise suppression. Furthermore, by a corresponding objective function we deduce the stochastic and deterministic learning rules for a neural network that implements the data orthonormalization. In comparison with other already existing normalization networks our network shows approximately the same in the stochastic case, but by its generic deduction ensures the convergence and enables the use as independent building block in other contexts, e.g., whitening for independent component analysis.